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Populism is rising globally and we started to care!

(a) Funke et al., EJ ’21 (b) Guriev and Papaioannou, JEL,
’20
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What is exactly populism?

(a) (b)

(c)
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Research Question

I Do populist anti-scientific rhetoric has meaningful
socioeconomic effects?

I This paper: anti-scientific rhetoric triggers the adoption of
health-related risky behavior among his followers and affect
public health.
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Context

I Brazil, a three-tiered federation with 26 states, a federal
district, and 5,571 municipalities;

I Highly polarized

I Brazil during the Covid-19 Pandemic. Federal country: State
governments have real power to implement their own social
distancing policies — and they did.
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Bolsonaro against NPIs

(a) March, 15 (b) March, 25
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Measuring prominent events

I Bolsonaro’s anti-isolation started from day 1. How to identify
prominent events?

I We follow Di Tella and Franceschelli (2011, AEJ:AE) and build
a daily “news coverage index" (0-100%)

I Idea: measure the area of newspapers’ front-pages dedicated
to cover news of Bolsonaro against isolation
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Bolsonaro against NPI: media coverage
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Data

I Social distancing index: % of devices that remained within a
450-metre radius. Data: 60 M mobile phones (anonymous)
(2/1-4/14);

I Consumer spending: daily data on (in-person and online)
credit card transactions from one of the largest banks in Brazil
— around 35% of market share

I Support to Bolsonaro: several definitions based on Bolsonaro’s
vote share in the 2018 (a) vote share (continuous), (b)
“Pro-Bolsonaro" municipalities: presidential election; (b) vote
share above state median; (b) vote share above 50%
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Social Distancing February - April
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Vote Share - 1st round, 2018
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Credit card data: 2019 and 2020

(c) 2019: 1st Quarter (d) 2020: 1st Quarter
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Empirical Strategy

Ymd =
K

∑
τ=−k

βτ ·[GovSupm · (Periods After Event=τ)]+φd +ρm+δsd +λXmd +εmd , (1)

I Dynamic difference-in-differences to assess pre-treatment and
post-treatment effects.

I GovSupm = vote share. Municipality FE, Day FE, State X day FE,
Day X Income FE.
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Baseline Result (mean: 30%)
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Threats

I Robust to: different definitions of support (above median,
above 50%), clustering (municipality, state, state-day).

I Potential concerns (which we rule out): (i) Bolsonaro
supporters reacting to Trump’s words, (ii) Changes in
municipal legislation, (iii) direct effect of protests
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Trump speeches
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Effect on protests
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Mechanisms

I So far: mobility.

I The other side of the coin: economic activity.
I We estimate the same model using daily in-person versus

online transactions.
I Robustness: excluding pharmacy
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Credit Card transactions (ex-pharmacy)
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Exploring the mechanisms

I What’s driving the result?

I (i) Traditional Media: high presence of local media (TV
broadcaster). Data: IBGE’s 2018 MUNIC.

I (ii) Social Media: high presence of twitter accounts. Data:
live-streamed tweets every 20 minutes for a week (60k tweets).
Indicator takes a 1 if there is some twitter activity.
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Twitter

(a) Twitter on (b) Twitter off
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TV broadcaster

(a) TV Broadcasters (b) No TV Broadcasters
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Conclusion

I Anti-scientific rhetoric is costly: it can trigger behaviors
socially undesirable;

I Leaders matter: Even during a Pandemic, words and actions
from leaders can trigger behavioral change, above and beyond
institutions, regulations or incentives;
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